Budding yeast provides a useful resource for studies of gene function. A new analysis of the fitness effects of deletion mutations in budding yeast reveals that genes that have duplicates create lower fitness losses when inactivated than do genes that are singletons.
duplicated gene spreads to fixation in the population by genetic drift. As inactivating mutations in either gene would now be expected to convert it to a pseudogene, both copies will only be maintained if there is a selective mechanism for this persistence. Logically, this must involve some functional divergence between the two gene copies. But what is the nature of this functional divergence? Does one gene fully maintain the pre-existing function, while the other acquires a new function? Or do the genes in some way divide up the original function, perhaps through each being expressed at a lower level?
A new study [4] provides a method for addressing these questions. The authors address the question: are the fitness effects of gene deletions dependent upon the presence of gene duplicates? They used a large data set, in which the fitnesses of 5766 yeast deletion strains had already been measured in five growth conditions [5] . Gu et al. [4] examined the fitness changes resulting from a gene loss as a function of whether a paralog of the deleted gene was retained elsewhere in the genome. They found that the proportion of gene losses that were lethal in their effects was much less -12% versus 29% -for genes that had a copy elsewhere than for singletons. In addition, the average fitness loss among viable genotypes was very much less for the genes with duplicates. The large sample sizes rendered these differences abundantly significant.
The simplest explanation for these observations is that the deleterious effect of loss of one of a pair of duplicate genes is reduced by the continued presence of the other. This effect is apparently one that gradually attenuates -as genes diverge, the ability of one to overcome the deleterious effects of loss of the other diminishes. If the effects of gene loss are plotted against the divergence between the genes represented as K A -a measure of how diverged their amino-acid sequences are -then the proportion of gene losses that show only weak fitness effects significantly drops as the divergence of the gene's partner increases. There is also a corresponding significant increase in the probability that loss of one of the genes is lethal.
These analyses therefore suggest that the presence of duplicates indeed reduces the damage the organism suffers following gene loss, and that the protection offered decreases over evolutionary time as the duplicates diverge in sequence and their functional overlap is reduced. This picture of the genes sharing function is supported by two further analyses. Firstly, Gu et al. [4] looked at the quantitative difference between the fitness losses caused by deletion of either one of a pair of duplicate genes. The fitness losses caused by the loss of either of the two members of a gene pair were fairly similar, differing only by 19% on average. However, randomly sampled pairs of genes showed much less similarity in the harmful effects of their loss. This result, however, prompts the question why, under a model in which a single function is shared between duplicates, should there be any difference at all in the fitness effects of the duplicates' losses? For many of the genes, mRNA expression data exist, gathered under the same conditions in which the fitnesses were measured. Using these data, it was possible to ask, in cases where losses of gene duplicates had unequal effects on fitness, whether the gene whose loss was most harmful was also the one with the strongest expression. There was, indeed, highly significant evidence for this, indicating that the reason why one gene's loss was more harmful was that the gene was bearing most of the gene pair's shared burden. Thus, the picture seems to be one in which the maintenance of duplicated genes does not arise solely through one of the new copies taking on a completely new function, different from that of its duplicate. Rather, there is a functional overlap between the genes, which only very slowly diminishes.
While indistinguishable fitness effects are commoner when members of gene pairs are deleted, however, apparent redundancy cannot be fully explained simply as a consequence of duplication. The majority of the genome's knockouts that do not create a fitness loss are in singletons. Something about the way in which genes interact still leaves these gene losses without a detectable phenotype. It should, however, always be remembered that only a small number of the relevant environmental conditions were tested, and these genotypes could show fitness losses when assayed in more realistic environments.
Of course, while it is easy to assess whether mutations create a lethal phenotype, it is much more difficult to measure weak selection against mutations. Population genetics theory says that the relevant selective strength in the evolutionary maintenance of a gene duplication is not whether its loss is lethal, or even whether the fitness effect is strong enough to be measured using array technologies, but whether the selection is greater than the reciprocal of the effective population size. If the selection coefficient associated with a gene loss were small -maybe 0.1% -this would still be sufficient to maintain the gene over evolutionary time in an organism with a large population size, but this would be hard to detect with statistical confidence, even in a microorganism.
